The priority computers are the four reference laptops purchased with funds from the New York State Assembly and the Praxair Foundation. The use of these computers is restricted to: student research and homework; job seeking and work activities including employment applications, resume writing and researching employment opportunities; quick printing if other computers are busy; and job related work assignments.

Time management on the priority computers is at the discretion of the Reference Librarian with the guideline that the person who has been using a priority computer for the longest time must allow a waiting patron to use the computer if requested by the Librarian.

The priority use computers may not be used for casual internet searches, informal email, shopping or non educational or recreational purposes. The library offers five high-speed internet access computers and a 15 minute express use computer for adults for these activities. Additionally, there are two computers and a laptop available for young adults. The library also provides three computers for public use dedicated to searching the Westchester Library System Catalog.
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